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Deliberate Risk Assessment
(Read Instructions on the last page and in the OPNAVINST 3500.39 series before completing this form) 
Risk Management 
Matrix
OPNAVINST 3500.39 series
PROBABILITY
A
 
Likely
B
 
Probable
C
 
May
D
 
Unlikely
SEVERITY
 I   Death, Loss of Asset
 II   Severe Injury, Damage
 III   Minor Injury, Damage
       Minimal Threat, 
       Injury, Damage       
RISK ASSESSMENT CODES:           1-Critical           2-Serious           3-Moderate           4-Minor           5-Negligible
IV
1 - Identify Hazards
Mission/Task Analysis, List Hazards, Logic Diagram, Apply "What if" Tool, Conduct Change Analysis
2 - Assess Risk
 15.  Using Risk Matrix:  Assign Probability & Severity values to Personnel, Assets, and Mission in initial or as found condition.
3 - Make Risk DecisionsIdentify Controls, Prioritize Control Measures - Best Options, Systems, Engineering, Administrative, PPE
 17.  Residual RAC:  Using Risk Matrix: Re-Assess and determine control effects on intial RAC values assigned in step 2
4 - Implement ControlsIntegrate Guidelines, Establish Resources, Assign Specific Risk Control Actions to Individuals.
5 - Supervise
Use Resources and Guidelines, Lessons Learned and Best Practices, Monitor and Provide Feedback
Use Time-Critical Risk Management (TCRM)
Review Date
Signature of Reviewing Official
Printed Name
WHEN FILLED IN - REVIEW THIS DOCUMENT PERIODICALLY AND USE IN PRE-EVOLUTION BRIEFS
Instructions for Completing Form
 1.  Date:  As stated
 -1-IDENTIFY HAZARDS-
 12.  Learning Objectives or Behaviors: Enter the specific evolutions or
activities related to the objectives and behaviors requiring hazard and
risk assessment.
 2.  Command/School/Unit:  As stated
 -1-IDENTIFY HAZARDS-
 13.  Operational Steps or Sub-steps: Determine specific and implied task.
Conduct an operational analysis and list hazards per steps.  Use
"What if tool?".
 3.  Unit Identification Code:  As stated
 -1-IDENTIFY HAZARDS-
 14.  Potential Hazards, Injuries, or Damage:  Enter conditions with the 
potential to cause personnel injury, death, property damage, or mission
degradation relative to the objectives and behaviors in block 12 and 13. 
Pull from Lessons Learned.  Ask "What's different today?".  List root causes 
and ask "Why?" at least five times for root causes, as applicable.
 4.  Course Identification Number:  As stated
 -2-ASSESS RISK-
 15a/b/c.  Initial Risk - RAC: Using the Risk Assessment Matrix, Enter a 
Probability and Severity Value from the Risk Matrix.  Enter a Risk 
Assessment Code value relevant to the Probability and Severity before
risk mitigation controls are in place.  Use past data, Best Practices, and
determine impact on mission, people, and property.
 5.  Lesson/Mission:  As stated
 -3-MAKE RISK DECISIONS-
 16.  Controls Developed:  Enter risk mitigation resources identified to 
abate or reduce risk relevant to the hazards identified in Blocks 12, 13, and
14.  Identify control options; Systems/Engineering, Supervisory/
Administrative or the specific evaluation of personal protective 
equipment (PPE).  Consider the impact on the Probability and Severity 
and how control costs and specific controls can work together to complete
the mission.  Make risk decisions at the right level and determine if the
benefit outweighs the cost.
 6.  Prepared By:  As stated
 -3-MAKE RISK DECISIONS-
 17a/b/c.  Residual Risk - RAC:  After controls are established enter a 
Probability and Severity Value from the Risk Matrix.  Enter a revised risk 
mitigation assessment code relevant to the Hazards previously identified,
but now have mitigation controls employed.  
 7.  Email:  Enter official email of the preparer
 -4-IMPLEMENT CONTROLS-
 18.  Implement Controls:  Identify Specific resources and guidance for
risk mitigation.  Make implementation clear.  Assign specific risk mitigation
responsibilities to individuals.  Describe expectations clearly.  Determine 
the extent of personnel and materiel support.  Determine resources 
required.  Determine the feedback tool/mechanism.  Determine 
rehearsal plan.  
 8.  Telephone:  Enter official telephone number of the preparer
 -5-SUPERVISE-
 19.  Supervision Plan:  Identify specific tasks assigned for supervisory 
personnel.  Monitor - are the controls working?  Identify any new hazards,
manage emerging changes with time-critical risk management.    Review -
were risk control measure effective, was mission successful, identify root
causes of conditions for failures.  Feedback - recommendations for new 
controls, actionable solutions or alternate actions, save documents for
next event/evolution and submit Lessons Learned.
 9.  Reviewed By:  As stated, or as required by policy or instruction
 20.  Remarks:  Enter specific comments to further identify additional 
support for risk mitigation.  Identify conditions which may consistently 
change every day.  Make specific comments on assumptions.
 10.  Approved By:  As stated, or as required by policy or instruction
Enter legible signature of approving authority.
 11.  Event/Evolution Title:  As stated
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	date: 21 November, 2011
	prepBy: Laser Custodian Name goes here
	school: Naval Postgraduate School
	email: Lasercustodianemail@nps.edu
	uic: 62271
	tele: 831-656-xxxx
	cin: 
	revBy: 
	lesson: Class 3B and 4 laser operations
	appBy: 
	evolution: Class 3B and 4 laser operations
	obj: Identify Hazards here: Common hazards follow-Prevent Retinal Damage from improper operation-Prevent Corneal Damage from improper operation-Prevent Skin burns from improper operation-Prevent severe electrical shock by ensuring all electrical safety precautions are followed-Prevent fire and other stray beam equipment damage by keeping the beam properly contained or directed at all times
	ops: Layout any operational steps here to such as "Follow manufacturer's operating instructions and detailed steps of the attached SOP."
	potHaz: List potential Hazards here such asBeam Hazard:eye or skin injuryNon-beam Hazard:Electrical damage or injuryFire damage or  injury
	iRAC: 2
	probability: C
	severity: I
	controls: List the controls here which you will use to mitigate the risksBeam:Do not point laser at anyone or towards someone's eyes while operating.Non-beam:Do not open laser unless you are a qualified electrical worker.Work in a properly ventilated laboratory.Use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for all hazards.Follow all class 4 laser controls of ANSI Z136.1 and NAVPGSCOLINST 5100.27 when the beam is partially or fully exposed
	prob2: C
	sev2: III
	rRAC: 4
	implement: -The designated laser worker or custodian operating the laser is responsible for ensuring all controls associated with operation of a class 4 laser per ANSI Z 136.1 and NAVPGSCOLINST 5100.27A are observed when this laser is operating in an open beam configuration.
	supervision: Briefly describe here how operation of this laser will be supervised.  Always include the following:"Operation and supervision of this laser shall only be by personnel qualified and designated as Naval Postgraduate School Class 3B or 4 laser custodians or laser workers".
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